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The syllable is a basic unit in any expression structure. The only phonemic structures without syllables are those which only have vocoids, whose function is to make the pronunciation and identification of the phonemes ("consonants") possible. These non-phonemic elements are determined as to their quality by the surrounding sounds (as is supposed for Proto-Indoeuropean; Borgström, etc.) ². In such a case, there is identity between phonemes and syllables. A language like Proto-Indoeuropean according to the description referred to - the correctness of which is not in principle essential for our discussion - may be said to have only pseudo-syllables, which by definition are open. Consequently the first step in the direction of a phonemisation of vocoids - the introduction of a non predictable vowel colour - necessarily implies the creation of real, open syllables. We know that the open syllable is the most widely spread in the languages of the world. All languages have open syllables. Many languages have only open syllables. Thus the open syllable conditions the closed one, but not inversely. This is a consequence of Jakobson’s law on the level of syntagmatic structure ³. It would accordingly be natural to suppose the open syllable to come earlier in the child’s phonemic development, and to be the more resistant one in aphasia. We know that this is so (Jakobson, Durand, Ombredane, Grégoire, etc.) ⁴. It should also be added that

---

¹ Expression used in the Glossematic sense, opposed to content.
³ See Ref. 1, chap. VII, particularly p. 129-130.
⁴ See my Stabilité et instabilité des structures phonologiques, with references (in print).
consonant clusters are in the same way secondary to single consonants, syllable-initial as well as syllable-final, and that the syllable CV, according to our premises above, is the basic, general, and most primitive, syllabic type.

This basic syllabic structure has, however, another aspect too. In languages where closed syllables are possible it seems to be almost general that the number of oppositions is smaller, and/or the number of combinations more reduced (the distribution more limited at the ends of syllables). In any case, a system is never richer in syllable-final positions. I do not know of any language which admits more distinctive possibilities at the end of syllables than in initial positions.

A good example is the loss of the voiced ~ voiceless distinction in word-final position (in Slavic and German), another the numerous cases of syncretism at the end of syllables in Spanish. Even if, in these examples and numerous others, the syllable in spite of the reductions mentioned remains equally closed, the phenomenon indicates a structural weakness, a poverty of distinctive possibilities which nevertheless can be looked upon as a tendency towards open syllables. In Spanish, where this reduction in vulgar and dialectal speech is often very far-going (with a distinction between a palatal and a labio-velar semi-vocalic element as the only remaining opposition), the final generalization of the syllabic tendency may sometimes be a fact. This is particularly the case in peripheral bilingual societies without any linguistic tradition. Even the general weakness of the implosive elements in Spanish, as compared with other languages (and particularly the Germanic ones), is an effect of this syllabic tendency.

The Germanic languages, and particularly German and Scandinavian, are well-known for their complex implosive clusters. Swedish admits e.g. CCCC CCC (initially str-, spr-, skr-, spr-, etc.; finally skikt, skimst [in skälmskt], etc.; German has groups like -kr(s)s, -kr(s)s, etc. There is consequently a profound structural difference between languages like Swedish or German where groups like those mentioned are possible, and a language like Japanese where a syllable always contains only a consonant plus a vowel: CV, and

where in European loan-words consonant clusters are split up in as many syllables as there are consonants (shub > karabu, film > hiruma). The main difficulty for most African people to pronounce European languages consists in articulating the syllable-final consonants. But although Scandinavians, Germans, etc. have this peculiar habit of making numerous distinctions and of combining consonants at the end of syllables, a close examination of the way in which they pronounce them reveals far-going phonetic reductions of such groups in fluent speech. Thus Sw. hemstikt normally becomes hemst (in the same way lomski(t), skälmski(t), jor(d)gubbe, etc.), a simplification which is immediately perceptible and admitted by any speaker whose attention is drawn to the reduction. Instrumental evidence is, however, needed to discover more subtle phenomena. Examples will easily be found in spectrograms, etc. There is no doubt that these far-going simplifications are due to the difficulty of realizing too complex structures in such an extremely weak position as is the postvocalic part of the syllable. This weakness is of course primarily an articulatory phenomenon, a successive weakening of the speech muscles involved, but also, in consequence hereof, an acoustic weakening, a blurring of the characteristic properties of the implosive elements resulting in difficulty for the listener to identify them. This confusion, according to Jakobson’s law, first affects the minor, most subtle distinctions. It is a well-known fact that complex clusters come late in the speech development of the child and are early to disappear in aphasia. Certain Swedish children retain those simplifications for years; some linguistically weak individuals do so for ever. The same is true of assimilations, structurally speaking reductions of distinctive contrasts within the syntagm. Even though Swedish — as opposed e.g. to Spanish — admits three, and sometimes even four, nasals in final position and before a following consonant (e.g. -m + n -p + g -p, and even n + p), many individuals, as a mostly unnoticed speech defect, assimilate, so that, just as in Spanish, the nasal is adapted to the following phoneme. Children generally do so. The name of my native town Hälsingborg [he:li-]

bosj], with /j/ followed by /s/, is pronounced by some people, among them otherwise linguistically quite normal individuals, with /m/. The examples quoted all indicate that even in languages where complicated syllabic structures are current, the phonetic manifest-

---

9 Cf. hereto Ref. 5.
10 See Navarro Tomás, Ref. 7, §§ 72, 132.
11 The alveolar [v] is a realization of the r + - cluster (jordalik [jor.dalk], etc.),
tation of the complex syllables is often reduced as compared to the norm, and subject to individual simplifications, to a kind of infant speech which gives evidence for the particular efforts needed for their correct pronunciation. They are the first to be affected in any kind of defect or weakened speech.

The insufficient resistance of the complicated syllabic structures referred to here has also another aspect. The stability of a phonemic – or more generally a linguistic – element is also inversely proportional to its amount of information. The more predictable, the less resistant. The least predictable of the elements in a chain is of course its first phoneme, since nothing can make us guess at its character (unless the non-linguistic context strongly limits our choice). Already the second is to some extent signalled by the first, a vowel by the colour of the preceding consonant, a consonant by different combinatory phenomena (formant transitions, etc.), by distributional rules, etc. If it is true, on the one hand, that languages like Germanic or Slavic have very complex clusters, it is also true, on the other, that their combinatory possibilities are very much restricted and that only a limited number of possible orders is admitted. Since most of the complex types in e.g. German or Swedish are due to morphemic elements added to a less complicated stem, the nature of the cluster may also to a large extent be inferred from the morphological or syntactic structure of the sentence.

The idea of statistical probability as an element of phonetic or phonemic strength or resistance has recently been put forward by Rebecca R. Posner. It is no doubt a very fruitful idea and contributes on the other, that their combinatory possibilities are very much restricted and that only a limited number of possible orders is admitted. Since most of the complex types in e.g. German or Swedish are due to morphemic elements added to a less complicated stem, the nature of the cluster may also to a large extent be inferred from the morphological or syntactic structure of the sentence.
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tension (according to Grammont), because this tension determines the syllable peak and the length of the optimum phase. Another very important factor of the syllable formation is different adhesion of the elements of the syllable, that is the looseness or tightness of the junction of particular phonemes of the same syllable or of the final phoneme of one syllable and initial phoneme of the next syllable. This looseness or tightness of syllable junction is different even in the same language, between different phonemic junctions. According to Alena Skališková the sequence VC is not so tight as the sequence CV and the sequence CC is not so tight as the sequence CV or VC. This is in accordance with Mr. Malmberg: open syllables, that is the sequence CV, show greater adhesion of their elements, that is they are more stable than closed syllables. Let me add to this that the tightness of the junction of two phonemes is different even when sequences VC and CV or CC are composed of different kinds of the sounds in question. I shall quote only an English example: the sequence n + ə in the word finer is different from that in finely and finally. Examples from Czech would be still more instructive.